The Death of the Roman Catholic Church
With emphasis on the Shroud of Turin

The 21st century sees the death of the Roman Catholic Church, an organization that will be
remembered as having stood between man and God for 2000 years. Usurping
and perverting the most pure message of Love, it sustained itself by murder,
forgery and theft, while systematically persecuting and killing all genuine
Christians. Its misuse of power promoted evil in man. This Christian Church is
responsible for the suffering and despair seen in the World and for the
ignorance and hate. It created its own God called ‘Power and Money’. This is
the Church that claimed to represent Him, but treated God as its servant.
By the 21st Century, those with an ability to think are divided into atheists and
conscientious, free thinking individuals who sense, or even have found God.
The purpose of the Church is to control with demagogy those who are seen as
having no future. The Catholic Church always wanted to become the one world
religion. The Bible identified it as the Antichrist.
In 2013 the Vatican clergy elected a Jesuit Pope. Previous Popes that tried to ban the infamous order
had promptly been murdered, e.g. Clement XIV.
In 2015, that Pope added a new chapter to the Gospel: “Jesus is a realist. He says it is inevitable that
there will be scandals. But woe to the man who causes scandals.” This is an admission of the Church
being a sewers pit, considered normal by the society – and it is allegedly accepted by Jesus! And the
man causing scandals is, presumably, the one who makes them public! The World had entered the
Spiritual Age in 2006 and a New Order is affected since 2014. It is indeed, the ‘End of the World’!

1997 – 2010, In the shadow of a medieval martyr
Whilst the Vatican planned the next public exhibition of the Shroud of Turin,
termed ‘the miracle of Jesus Christ’ to take place in 1998, Christopher Knight and
Robert Lomas published their book “The Second Messiah” in April 1997. In it
they named Jacques de Molay, the last Grandmaster of the Knights Templar, as
the man whose image appears on the Shroud.
On 2nd April 1997 a shape of a figure
resembling the Pope John Paul II is
believed to have been formed by the
flames of a bonfire in his home country
of Poland. The picture which was taken
by a young construction worker reached the media in many
catholic countries and it became interpreted as a message
from God. Nine days later, on 11 April 1997, a fire suspected
to have been caused by arson, for the third time in its
recorded history threatened the Shroud. If you look carefully
at the picture of the Guarini Chapel below left, the same figure
towers over the inferno.
Not everyone will be aware that it was the Church who cultivated the notion that the Shroud of Turin
would be a fake, whilst trying to rid itself of the artifact as soon as it appeared in public in 1353-1356.
Only veneration and undying public
curiosity kept the relic alive, while
scientific findings continued proving that
the Shroud covered the body of a brutally
tortured and crucified man, and it was a
man - who survived! If confirmed, that
may show the dogma to have been false,
and unveil the Catholic Church as a
Christian fake.

In 2007 the Vatican announced the release of an ‘official document’ absolving the
Knights Templar. The Vatican’s Parchment of Chinon ‘not seen for 700 years’, now
claims that Pope Clement decided in 1308 to save the Templars. The appearance of
this document, which is a forgery, happens to be connected to the same researcher
Barbara Frale, who was central to the discovery of the discredited burial certificate of
Jesus Christ that had allegedly been attached to the Shroud of Turin. The esteemed
Professor seems to have any documents the Vatican would wish to fall off the sky
cropping up under her feet. The Vatican does not mind. Its history is shrouded in forgeries and con.
More on this in Appendix 1.
Church related groups proceeded to show that the man in the Shroud was Jesus Christ, and a
reconstruction from the image in the Shroud was made, using contemporary imaging technology.
The result proved that the man in the Shroud could not have been Jesus Christ. Pope Francis
endorsed the authenticity of the Shroud, but we are not expecting his confirmation of the true victim.
The Church was warned in 2013 that a further abuse of the relic for money will attract retributions
and a request was made to pass the artefact to a national museum in Paris, after
which the original should stop being displayed. Traditionally, the interval between
the displays used to be 10, or more years. In 2013, the Church reduced the gap to 5
years. A display took place in 2015, after the preceding display in 2010. The Vatican
has not yet announced whether the holy fathers will serve fish and chips with beer
and cider, but presumably, this will already be also under consideration. The town of
Turin makes no secret that the move was to generate income during the recession.
In 2015 were cut short the efforts of a Spanish priest Hector Guerra, 1953-2015, who was responsible
for opening Shroud exhibits around the world and was planning more in the future, when his health
failed.

2000, Pope ‘apologises for Church sins’
In March 2000 John Paul II, a Polish Pope proving no less retrograde, than other
Popes before him, has publicly asked God's forgiveness for the ‘sins’ of Roman
Catholics ‘through the ages’.
According to the faith, the most important confession takes place before death.
Rumours have long been emerging that the Pope knew that the death of the
Roman Catholic Church was nigh. But not even on its possible death bed did the
materialistic Church genuinely repent and apologise. Not even to God. The
wording:
“We are asking pardon ... for the use of violence committed in the service of truth.”
...turns the ‘apology’ into another act of pomp, for the Church never served the ‘truth’ and the
apology omitted those the Church hurt most. No specific mention was made of the actual papal
genocide, or the Cathars. Who was this show made for?
The ‘holy fathers’ (in sermon and confessions) named the wrongs inflicted on Jews, women and
minorities. The most specific apology came in relation to the treatment of Jews, and according to
the BBC news online (Sunday, 12 March, 2000, 19:48 GMT), Israel wanted more: “Israel's chief rabbi,
Meir Lau, said he expected more and described himself as “deeply frustrated” by John Paul's failure to
mention the Holocaust by name.”
No one expressed any ‘frustration’ over the fact, that whole nations
had been eliminated and a country, such as Occitania, between
France and Spain, the most cultured country in Europe in the Middle
Ages, had been wiped off the map to suit Vatican’s secular aims.
The Pope’s apology and the whole performance made it sound as if
these events never happened, or they did not matter, at all. The
Church entered into the last decade of its life no different, than it
was before – only concerned about those with influence and money.

2006, The Cathar Testament
The Bible predicted that “the sky will open as a scroll”. In February 2006 the World
entered the Spiritual Age. It had been marked with the release of the two sets of Laws,
of the Objective and the Subjective God, jointly representing the Divine Order, in the
Cathar Testament. It replaces the irrational dogma laid down by the Church during its
formation as an institution of power in the 4th Century. With every day that passes, more people in all
parts of the World recognise in the Cathar Testament the true teachings of God.

2007, The biggest Catholic Country in the World
In 2007 the Pope visited Brazil, with 147 million Catholics, the largest Catholic
country. It is known world over for its samba schools and colourful street dance
festivals. (The second largest Catholic population is in the Philippines, with 73
million, and the USA is in third place with 63 million.)
It had not been reported whether the Church commented on the country’s
passion for dancing, in preparation for the year of the Priest who dedicated
himself to condemning the human passion for dance.
According to Avert statistics for 2010, after sub-Saharan Africa with 5% of
population developing AIDS, Latin America is in the fifth place with 0.4%. The
overall number of people infected with the virus has grown about five fold since
1990. http://www.avert.org/worldstats.htm In 2010 the Pope finally condoned the use of condoms
‘in special circumstances’ and to protect life.

2010, The special year of the Priest - Paedophilia galore!
The Supreme Pontiff Benedict XVI has established that for the occasion of the 150th
anniversary of the pious departure to Heaven of St John Mary Vianney, the Curé d'Ars, a
special Year for Priests will be celebrated, from 9 June 2009 to 19 June 2010, in which
all priests may be increasingly strengthened in fidelity to Christ with devout meditation,
spiritual exercises and other appropriate actions. This Saint is seen as a wonderful
model here on earth of a true Pastor at the service of Christ's flock.
Vianney spent time in the confessional and gave homilies railing on blasphemy and
dancing. If his parishioners did not give up dancing, he refused them absolution.
While still in the year of the Priest, and exactly a decade after the 2000 apology, in March 2010 Pope
Benedict XVI was forced to apologise to victims
of child sex abuse by Catholic priests in
Ireland. It follows revelations of paedophilia
within the Irish Catholic Church, which have
rocked the institution.
Scandals involving
Catholic priests have simultaneously been
reported in other countries, including the
Pope's native Germany, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, Austria and the US. If the Church
wanted a year of the Priest, God has not left it
disappointed in 2010.
The Church sex scandals would not subside thereafter, and by 2013, a South African cardinal who
helped elect Pope Francis has described paedophilia as a psychological illness and not ‘a criminal
condition’. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2294292/Paedophilia-illness-NOT-crime-says-cardinaljust-days-papal-conclave.html#ixzz3h7qNqIOS

While the Ghanaian Cardinal Peter Turkson, once considered a top candidate to
replace Pope Benedict XVI, when asked about the draconian anti-gay laws in Africa,
including Uganda's notorious ‘Kill the Gays’ bill, said that hostility towards gays and
lesbians was a tradition that should be respected and understood in the name of
cultural fairness. When asked whether the clergy child sex abuse crisis and cover-ups
might spread to Africa, the cardinal responded that it is unlikely to have occurred on a

similar scale on his side of the Mediterranean, because African societies and cultures are better
protected from ‘this tendency’. This undoubtedly explains why he had not become the Pope.
http://www.bilerico.com/2013/02/top_papal_candidate_blames_child_sex_abuse_scandal.php#SRJkJPMqEH3Iiesg

By 2015, and to mark the 200th anniversary of the birth of St John Bosco, father and a teacher of the
youth, the Pope reckoned that Christ considers scandals, presumably also paedophile scandals, to be
an inevitable part of life.

The British Foreign Office Faux Pax
Still in 2010... the British Foreign Office has apologised for a ‘foolish document’ which
suggested the Pope's visit to UK could be marked by the launch of ‘Benedict’ condoms.
Called “The ideal visit would see...”, it said the Pope could be invited to open an abortion
clinic and bless a gay marriage during September's visit. The Foreign Office stressed the
paper, which resulted from a ‘brainstorm’ on the visit, did not reflect its views. While the event is not
significant, it indicates the 21st Century image of the Roman Catholic Church and the respect it
commands from those it serves.

2014, Cocaine at home in the Vatican – even in condoms!
Even though gone may be the days when the holy
fathers could openly indulge in cocaine with the Pope
advertising the substance in the press (Leo XIII, left), the
traditional institution has not changed it’s habits and fluid
cocaine filled condoms worth £33,000 sent to the Vatican
were seized by German customs officers in 2014.
Cocaine is considered a drug enhancing sexuality. Elmar Mäder, a former
commandant of the Swiss Guard from 2002 until 2008, said his time at the heart of
the Vatican had given him an insight into certain aspects of life there. “I cannot
refute the claim that there is a network of homosexuals”, he
said.
Also in 2014, the press published claims of a former, unnamed member of the
Guard that he had been the target of more than 20 ‘unambiguous sexual
requests’ from clergy while serving in the force. Recounting a dinner in a Rome
restaurant, the man was quoted as saying: “As the spinach and steak were
served, the priest said to me: ‘And you are the dessert’.” More on this here:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2534513/Former-member-Swiss-Guard-says-regularlyasked-sex-gay-lobby-bishops-cardinals-priests-serving-Vatican.html

The Pretty Boys
With image tarnished by sex scandals often involving by now ‘ugly’ old men, the Church seems to
have decided to put forward it’s pretty boys able to project a ‘squeaky clean’ image, to make itself
look more amiable, particularly for the media.

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=3877043n
Centre above Jonathan Morris,
regularly appearing on US tv.

But what do the pretty boys do? Thomas Williams (above third left), a dean of theology in Rome,
specializes in exorcism, and in the video on the above link he lists three major signs of a person being

possessed by an evil spirit. They are: Speaking another language possibly with a different voice
(which is a sign of being able to recall another incarnation, and, or being a channel to a pure Soul);
Knowledge of secret things others do not know, or no-one knows (which is a sign of being an
advanced Soul, and, if knowing everything a sign of Divinity); Super human strength (which is a sign
of God’s support via angels). According to this, Roman Church, Jesus Christ would have had to be
duly exorcised. ‘His’ Church would crucify him, albeit with more modern means, all over again.
The Church chose it’s pretty boys to speak in public, but it is the person behind the mask, who
speaks. While letting themselves to be called ‘fathers’, they effectively say, that society does not
require exceptional individuals with special gifts, and anyone with a connection to God, and if they
can prove it, is to be isolated and condemned. No one spoke of exorcising the paedophile clerics.
They were first branded ‘ill’ and subsequently ‘inevitable’.

2013, Start of a New Phase
The third Soul destined to become Divine became Divine in 2011. By the end
of 2012, more than a half of incarnations on Earth were new Souls. They are
replacing the old generation, and they will lead the second phase of humanity,
in the Spiritual Age.
While those only feeling their stomachs and only concerned about money
screamed in 2013: “2012 had been and gone and nothing had happened!”,
human suffering is rocketing and the apocalypse happens on the Soul plane.
Not least thanks to the Church that, instead of spreading the teaching of God,
spread arrogance, and by own example it condoned immorality and crime. The
great majority of Earth’s inhabitants has failed, and is dying not just in body,
but also as Souls. They served to advancing the rest. They either believed
that there could be a God evil enough to sacrifice his own Son to save the rogues and, or failing to
see instant Justice, they concluded that there is no God. God introduced a New Order into the World,
in 2014. 2015 has been the most turbulent year since WWII.
The new generation will gradually live with God. When the rules on Earth come to reflect the rules in
the One (the “heaven”), then suffering on Earth will reduce. Throughout the first phase of humanity,
which lasted about two and a half thousand years (civilization is much older), the amount of suffering
on Earth was on the increase; the trend will reverse in the next phase. Those, who are genuine
amongst the priests, pray for God to help them out of the predicament. They must unite and lead the
way. The end of the Church presents opportunities.

Appendix 1:

De Molay re-written by Vatican researcher
If we accept that God had an opinion on Clement V, he spoke through the
lightning that struck the church in which the pope’s body lay in state only
weeks after de Molay was dead. It was discovered glowing amidst the ashes
– a perfect image of the Satan itself!
700 years have passed since the unlawful murder of
Jacques de Molay, the last grandmaster of the Knights
Templar. The order was betrayed by the puppet Pope to
the French king Phillip le Belle, Clement V, and attempts
to present him as a wimp begging for mercy at the treacherous Pope’s
feet seem to be generated in the Vatican. He was an incarnation of the
third Divine Soul, in Christianity the ‘Holy Ghost’, and his insult is
unforgivable.
The lives of Jacques de Molay, and of one of his chiefs, Geoffroy de
Charney, were to be ‘spared’, but on 19 May 1314, when the humiliating
sentences were to be made in public, the two worrier monks took the
chance of publicly proclaiming their innocence by recanting their forced

confessions. They preferred to be fried by the stake before accepting mercy from Clement V, or the
king who robbed them.
While history believed that no murder has ever been as visibly avenged as that of Jacques de Molay,
with both, the king and the Pope dead not long after the executions, Barbara Frale, a Vatican
researcher, continues presenting the world with ‘historic documents not seen for centuries’, that seem
to be not only rewriting the history, but they are changing the characters of the Pope and the
grandmaster to suit the organisation who condemned the Knights Templar. Professor Frale seems to
be making claims that in fact, Clement V was the Knights Templar’s intended saviour.
Ms Frale is a palaeographer specialising in the era around the 14th
century. Her discipline includes the methods with which writing and
books were produced, and the history of scriptoria. Her employment in
the Vatican’s secret archives grants her a unique access to all sorts of
scripts.
Frale’s lucky finds seem to have started as soon as she entered the
secret Vatican archives in 2001, with her ‘discovery’ of the Parchment of
Chinon. A man called Étienne Baluze, who lived in the 17th century, may
have been the one who the World has to thank for the existence of this
‘historic document’; Baluze accepted financial rewards from clergy for
publishing other forgeries as ‘proofs’ for which he came into disgrace and
was exiled from Paris to Tours.
Ms Frale claims that she found the document in the ‘wrong file’. Presumably, its name was
“Forgeries”. That may explain why the Vatican quietly sat on the ‘discovery’ for 6 years before
making a public announcement.
The same researcher attempted to see accepted as valid the discredited burial
certificate of Jesus Christ allegedly attached to the Shroud of Turin. Frale allegedly
deciphered a reverse inscription found on the Shroud in 1978. In November 2009 she
claimed that she had discovered the burial certificate of “Jesus of Nazareth” on the
Shroud of Turin, and that the date was in accord with the Gospel records. Frale stated
that her reconstruction of the text reads:
“In the year 16 of the reign of the Emperor Tiberius Jesus the Nazarene, taken down in the early
evening after having been condemned to death by a Roman judge because he was found guilty by a
Hebrew authority, is hereby sent for burial with the obligation of being consigned to his family only
after one full year.”
Others found the writings to be too faint to see.
The esteemed Professor seems to have no hesitation to
‘scientifically’ validate documents as these – even though
her ‘findings’ are met with contempt by authors who felt
discredited after citing her. It seems that she and the
Vatican do not care.
In recent years a Jacques de Molay cult seems emerging,
especially amongst young people. The weight of guilt on
the shoulders of the Church for not preventing his murder
may not feel comfortable, and in 2009 Frale wrote of yet
another ‘discovery the world has not seen for hundreds of
years’, suggesting that the idol the Templars were alleged to be worshipping in the shape of a head,
was in fact, the appearance of Jesus Christ in the Shroud of Turin. More in:
http://www.shroud.com/pdfs/n73part5.pdf

An entry in Wikipedia about Frale cites the following: “Consequently, having the chiefs of the
Templars begged the Church’s forgiveness, the Pope granted them the absolution.” Considering
recorded historic facts, no-one with any respect for the Truth could conceive the thought that Jacques
de Molay would have begged the Church’s forgiveness. There was nothing to forgive him. The
circumstances of his execution in Paris were witnessed by thousands of people. De Molay’s integrity
has never been questioned. The Church was founded on lies and it cemented its power by forgeries,
throughout its blood soaked existence – from the first day to the last.

Above far left, a portrait of a ‘brave Master’, the Pope Clement V, and cult images of the ‘Servant’, Jacques de Molay. The
mobile phone cover, 4th from the right, shows his presumed authentic appearance.

Appendix 2

The face of No-one
The late Prof Bonte, while president of the International Organization of Forensic Scientists (IAFS)
stated: “...In my opinion, everything speaks for the fact that the blood circulation activity had not yet
ended”. And the Spanish forensic scientist Dr Lorente, states that “the Shroud carries many signs for
life but none for death...”. But the Church refuses to accept science and facts - and the Church has
money.
The official position remains that the identity of the man in the Shroud is not confirmed. But, and at
the same time, groups connected to the Church commissioned a reproduction of the ‘real face of
Jesus’, from the Shroud.
This is what they came up with:
Presuming that the Shroud had been wrapped around the dead
body, including the face (which it was not, there was a structure
holding it above, to allow the body to breathe), they distorted the
appearance by stretching the cheeks to the back of the head.
Besides that, the 33 years old Christ got the eyes of a man in his
seventies. This is not the face of Jesus Christ.
Some, from the first generation of Souls who remain in incarnation,
have seen and possibly have even known Christ. (All first generation Souls will be phased out by
2040, by which time they will have gone through the Final Judgment.) Other Souls on a structured
path carry his image in their hearts. These Souls recognise his real appearance.
These were the scars resultant from scourging as reconstructed from the Shroud:

How could these scars on the legs, which are clearly most
predominant at the front, and
continue almost evenly down to
the feet (!), have been the
result of the scourging of
Christ? It took place in the
public and Christ’s feet were
touching the ground.
They seem likely to have been inflicted on a body hoisted into an
elevated position in a torture chamber, possibly with further weights
added to the legs, to fix the body for the scourge, and that would also
explain the dislocated shoulder not accounted for in the gospel.

With the body lying on a flat surface (or standing upright) human hands are not long enough to
reach the groin when relaxed and with elbows bent, as with the man in the Shroud. In this
remarkable reconstruction of a body lying straight, the hands are nearly touching the knee. Does
it look as if the body would have two
right hands? (The body in the Shroud
was laid on a bed of twigs which
slightly gave under the weight,
bringing the relaxed hands to the
groin.)
The reconstruction of the man in the Shroud is as bungled as was the intent behind it. You cannot
reconstruct something you want to get out of something that is not what you want. The Church is
banking on her flock of sheep not noticing such discrepancies. The dinner and dance parties over
a cloth soaked with the blood of a man robbed of his identity continue, despite a serious warning.
The Church and those responsible spat on the cloth and God is acting.

The reconstruction of the appearance of the man in the Shroud:
http://gnli.christianpost.com/video/the-real-face-of-jesus-from-the-shroud-of-turin-9100

http://www.dhaxem.com/data/handt/The_Shroud_of_Turin.pdf
http://www.dhaxem.com/documents/CATHAR_TESTAMENT.pdf
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